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Three’s a charm: El Gamal makes Highly-Cited list

ECE Autumn 2016 Outgoing Classes

Talking about diversity is one thing, but celebrating it is entirely different. Each Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) Class Photo reveals a rich tapestry of cultures, ethnicities and technical minds from around the world. Watch the video to hear grads talk about where they are headed next.

Au16 Class Photo: http://go.osu.edu/au16
Class video: http://go.osu.edu/au16vid

Burns mentors students

ECE alumnus Thomas Burns offered not only insight to the industry, but life in general in a talk for ECE students. The event was held as a colloquium at Dreese Labs in November, called “My Career as an Electrical Engineer.”

Link: http://go.osu.edu/burns16

NASA launch seeks deeper understanding of hurricanes, ECE team assists

Although delayed today, NASA plans to launch the Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS). Once in place, the technology will allow for a deeper understanding of how and why hurricanes develop and intensify. An Ohio State team of scientists helped make it a reality.

Link: http://go.osu.edu/CYGNSS

PES awards three at ECE

The IEEE Power and Energy Society recently presented scholarship awards to three ECE students this year. Among the Region 2 Mid-Atlantic winners, undergraduates Carl Staiger and Kyle Martin both received $2,000, whereas Mary Scherer won $3,000 from the PES Scholarship Plus Scholar as a three-time winner.

Story: http://go.osu.edu/PES-16

Na wins Presidential Fellowship

Having a passion for engineering at an early age paid off for Ph.D. student Dong-Yeop Na, who just won The Ohio State University’s prestigious Graduate School Presidential Fellowship.

Story: http://go.osu.edu/na-fellow
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